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Metric equivalence of tree automata 
FERENC GECSEG 
To Professor K. Tandori on his 60th birthday 
In [2] and [3] it has been shown that for both frontier-to-root and root-to-fron-
tier tree automata the general product and the a0-product have the same power from 
the point of view of metric completeness. In this paper we strengthen these results 
by showing that for both classes of tree automata mentioned above the a0 -product 
is metrically equivalent to the general product. 
For all the notions and notations not defined in this paper we refer the reader 
to [2], [3] and [4]. 
1. Frontier-to-root tree automata 
Throughout this section we use a fixed rank type R. To exclude trivial cases, it 
will be supposed that for an m=-0, m£R. 
Let I and I1 (i£I) be ranked alphabets of rank type R, and consider the 
algebars I1) (/€/). Furthermore, let 
[cp = {<pm: (IJ(Ai\i^I))mXlm - UP* 
be a family of mappings. Then by the general product of sfs ( /£/) with respect to I 
and cp we mean the T-algebra 
d = (A, X) = J J i s f i l i t W , <p] 
wi th A=JJ(Ai\i£I), a n d f o r a r b i t r a r y m, adZm a n d a1,...,am£A 
•••> a J ) = c i(pr i(a1), ..., prf(am)), 
where prt is the zth projection operator and oi=zpri{(pm{ai,..., am, <r)). In the sequel 
we assume that / is given together with a linear ordering ^ . 
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We now define a special type of the general product. To this take the mappings 
<pf (m£R, iO) given by (p™(a, ff)=pr,(<pm(fl, a)) (a£A, o£ZJ. We say the product 
si above is an ^-product if for every /£ / and m£R, (pf(alt ..., am, a) (a l5 ..., 
• am£A, is independent of pr^aO, •••» p r , ( 0 (jO) whenever /==/. 
Let K be a class of algebras of rank type R. Then the operators H, S, P, P 9 , 
P 9 / , Pao and are defined in the following way. 
H(X): homomorphic images of algebras from K. 
S(K) : subalgebras of algebras from K. 
P (K): direct products of algebras from K. 
¥g(K): general products of algebras from K. 
P g f (K) : products from PS(A") with finitely many factors. 
a0 -products of algebras from K. 
F a ^(K): a0-products from Pao(-K) with finitely many factors. 
Next we define the metric equivalence of the general product and the a„ -product. 
We say that the a0-product is metrically equivalent to the general product if for arbi-
trary class K of finite algebras with rank type R, integer m ^ O and DFT-transducer 
<il=(X, Xu, A, Q,YV, P, A')£\x (A) with A = ( . s / , a , X U , A ' ) and j*=(A, I)£Pgf(K) 
there are a 0=(B, Z)£YXof(K), B=(@,b, Xu, B*) (b£Bu,B'QB) and 33 = 
=(X, Xu, B, Q, Yv, P', B%tr (B) such that rm=rv. 
Before showing that the a0 -product is metrically equivalent to the general prod-
uct we recall the following result from [1]. 
T h e o r e m 1. For arbitrary class K of algebras with rank type R the equality 
HSP f l(70 = H S P J K ) = HSPP a o ( t f ) 
holds. 
Using Theorem 1 we prove 
T h e o r e m 2. The ot0-product is metrically equivalent to the general product. 
Proo f . It is enough to show that for arbitrary ranked alphabet I of rank 
type R, integers m,n^0, X-algebra s/=(A, X) in Pgf(K)C]Kx and vector 
a=(a1, ..., a„)£An there are a @=(B, I) in VXaf(K)C\KI and a vector 
b=(b1, ..., b„)£B" such that {39, b) can be mapped /w-homomorphically onto 
(si, a). If si£Vgi(K)f\Kz then, by Theorem 1, si isin HSPP^CAODA*. There-
fore, there is a ^ = ( C , X)£~PFXof(K) i)K2 such that a subalgebra <g"°=(C', I ) of V can 
be mapped homomorphically onto si under a homomorphism ip. Let us write 
in the form < € = U ( s i i \ i a ) I)€P„„,(£), and for every j (=\, ...,n) 
take a cj£il/~1(aj). Set c=(c 1 ; ..., c„). Denote by J a minimal subset of / such 
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that for arbitrary c, c'dC[m) there is a jdJ with p r / c ^ p r , « ) - Let 
=(B, I)=IJ(^j\KJ), and define b&B by pr^A.O^pr^c,) (jdJ, / = 1 , ..., n). 
Moreover, set b=(fe1, ..., bn). Then 3$0?Xaf(K)C\Ks and (&,b) is /w-isomorphic 
to (V, c). Therefore (¿8, b) can be mapped m-homomorphically onto (si, a). 
2. Root-to-frontier tree automata 
First of all we fix a finite rank type R such that 0$R. Moreover, FS(X„UO 
will denote the set of all trees from FZ(X„ U O whose frontiers contain the auxiliary 
variable £ exactly once. 
Let us define the path, path (p), leading from the root of a tree pdFy(X n \ J i ) 
to the leaf £ in the following way. 
(i) If />=£ then path (/>)=?. 
(ii) If p — a(pi, •••,Pm) (odZm,mdR) and PjdFs(X„U£) then path (p) = 
= j ) (path (pj)). 
Next we recall some concepts concerning ascending algebras which are not so 
well known (cf. [3]). 
Let I be an operator domain with I ' o =0. A (deterministic) ascending I-algebra 
si is a pair consisting of a nonempty set A and a mapping that assigns to every opera-
tor adS an m-ary ascending operation asi \ A-+Am, where m is the arity of a. 
The mapping will not be mentioned explicitly, but we write si=(A, I). 
If I is not specified then we speak about an ascending algebra, si is finite if A is 
finite and I is a ranked alphabet. Moreover, si has rank type R if I is of rank type R. 
Take two ascending T-algebras si=(A, I ) and ¿¡$ = (B, I). J 1 is a subalgebra< 
of si if 
(i) BQA, and 
(ii) = for arbitrary odZ and b£B. 
Again consider the ascending algebras si and above. Moreover, let ip: A-+B 
be a mapping. >j/ is a homomorphism of si into if the equality 
am(\jj(a)) = (^(flj),..., («,„)) 
holds for arbitrary and ad A, where (at, ..., am) = as/(a). If there is a homo-
morphism of si onto 3d then & is a homomorphic image of si. 
Next we define the concept of the product of ascending algebras. 
Let 1 and I' (id I) be ranked alphabets of rank type R, and consider the ascend-
ing I'-algebras sii = (At, I') (idI). Furthermore, let 
cp = {<pm: nW,\iV)XZm -n&rnWymdR} 
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be a family of mappings. Then by the general product of sit ( /£/) with respect to 
I and cp we mean the ascending T-algebra 
with A=JJ(A\i£l) and for arbitrary m£R, o£Zm and a£A 
(pr , (^(«) i ) , - , p r , (^ («) m ) = o f ' (pr,(a)) («€/) 
where os/(a)j is the fb component of a^(a) and cri=pri((pm(a, <x)) («€/). In the sequel 
we shall assume that / is given together with a linear ordering S . (If we have more 
than one index set then the same notations S will be used for the linear ordering of 
each of them. This will not cause any confusion.) 
To define the concept of the a0-product of ascending algebras let us introduce the 
notation (pi(a, &)=pTi(<p'tt(a, o)) for arbitrary /£/, a£A and o£Zm. We say that 
the product si above is an a0-product if for arbitrary i£l, q>t is independent of its y th 
component (j£l) whenever i^j. 
In this section the symbols H, S, P, P 9 / , P ^ and P a o / introduced in Section 1 
will be used in their original sense and they also denote the corresponding operators 
for ascending algebras. This double use will not cause any difficulties since their con-
crete meaning will be clear from the context. 
We say that (regarding ascending algebras) the a0-product is metrically 
equivalent to the product if for arbitrary class K of finite ascending algebras with 
rank type R, integer 0, uniform deterministic root-to-frontier transducer 91= 
( I , Xu, A, Q, Yv, a0, P)€tr (A) with A = ( s i , a0, Xu, a) and si£Ygf(K) there are a 3S= 
(B, Z)£P aof(K), B = ( 0 , b0, Xu, b) (b0£B, b £P(B)U) and » = ( £ , Xu, B, Q, Yv, b0, P ' X 
€tr(B) such that T,b . 
We introduce some more terminology. 
For every operator domain Z (of rank type R), Z will denote the operator do-
main {(cr, k)\a£Zm, l i f c s m , m£R} of unary operators. 
Take a 2-algebra si=(A, Z) of rank type R. Correspond to si the I algebra 
s(j/)=(A,Z) given by (a, kyW{a)=prk(o«(a)) (c€Zm, l^k^m, a£A). 
Obviously, s is a one-to-one mapping of Ks onto where Kx is the class of all 
ascending i-algebras. Moreover, we have 
S t a t e m e n t 1. For arbitrary operator domain Z of rank type R and Z-algebras 
si, SB and S&i (/£/) we have 
(i) if and only if 
(ii) ¿8 is a subalgebra of si if and only if s(3d) is a subalgebra of ¿(si), 
(iii) 38 is a homomorphic image of si if and only if s(38) is a homomorphic image 
of s(si). 
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Next we define a restricted form of products for the above T-algebras. Take 
a family ( /£/) of F-algebras, where every I' (id I) is an operator 
domain of rank type R. Moreover, let Z be an operator domain with rank type R. 
Then a general product (a0-product) 
is a restricted product (restricted uQ-product) if for arbitrary idl, ad. A and (o, k), 
(o, l)dZ, <Pi(a, (a, k))=(ah k) and <pt(a, (a, /))=(>;, / ) (aid!'). 
The following result is also obvious. 
S t a t e m e n t 2. The formations of the restricted product and the restricted a0-
product are transitive. Moreover, the direct product preserves both the restricted prod-
uct and the restricted a0-product. 
For arbitrary Q€ {P9, P a } denote Q the restricted version of Q. Moreover, 
Q f will stand for P 9 / if Q=°P9 , and Q / = P a < | / if Q ^ P ^ . We use the notation 
Qf for the restricted form of Qf. Take a set K of ascending algebras with rank type R. 
Then K is defined by K= {s{sf)\st£K}. 
S t a t e m e n t 3. For arbitrary class K of ascending algebras with rank type R, 
algebra sd of rank type R and Q£ {P9, P^} the following conditions hold. 
(i) if and only if s($/)dQ(K). 
(ii) sf£Qf(K) if and only if s(rf)dQf(K). 
Next we prove 
L e m m a 1. Let K be a class of ascending algebras with rank type R, and take 
a Q € { P 9 , P J . Then HSQ(K)=HSJ>Qf(K). 
P r o o f . The inclusion H S P Q / i T ) g H S Q ( / 0 is obvious. 
Let us show the converse inclusion. By Statements 1 and 3, s(HSQ(AT))= 
= H S Q ( Z ) and 5 ( H S P Q y ( K ) ) = H S P Q f (K), where 5 is extended to classes of 
ascending algebras in an obvious way. We show that HSQ(X) f \ K j Q HSPQ/(K) ClK^ 
for every operator domain I of rank type R. This will imply HSQ(.K)= 
= j - 1 (HSQ (X) ) g i - 1 (HSPQ / (X ) ) = H S P Q r (K). 
By Statement 2, HSQ(K)f lA^ is an equational class. Assume that an equation 
p(x)=q(x) (p, qdFj(x)) does not hold in HSQ(K)i]K^. Let us write p and q in 
a more detailed form p=ok(...(o1(x))...), q=col(...(co1(x))...) (o-;, (Ojdl, i= 1 , . . . , k, 
j=\,...,l), and assume that l^k. Moreover, set />¡=^¡(...(01 (*)). . .) ( /=0 , ..., k) 
and qi=coi(...((o1(x))...) ( /=1, . . . , / ) , where p0=q0=x. There are an 
s4 = (A,Z) = JI (¿¿¡\idl)[Z, cpKQ(K) 
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and an a0<zA such that p(a0):/-cj(a0). (Here and in the sequel the above notation 
means that is formed by the product represented by Q and every (/£/) is in 
K.) Set A'={a0pt\i~\, . . . , /c}U{a0qi\ i=\ , . . . , /}. Denote by Iy a minimal subset 
of I such that for arbitrary two distinct elements a, b<zA' there is an i£Is with 
pr, (a)^prl (b). Moreover, let Ij.n (1 be a minimal extension of I} under 
which for arbitrary iCjj, a,b£A' and adS if <•/>,(«, a)7,-<pi(b, a) then there is a 
t£Ij.|.|. such that (p, depends on its itli component and prt(a)^prt(b). (We write 
(pi for <p\.) Set / = 4 + i and restrict the ordering of I to J. Obviously, J is finite. 
Take the product 
,rJ~.(A,X) = ]J(,rJj\j(iJ)[Z,<p'] 
where cp' is given as follows. For arbitrary a£A, lS / ' ^ / c , i f j j and cp't(a, a) = 
=(pi(a, a) if there is an a£ A' such that p r ^ + i ( a ) = p r r j H i ( « ) . (Here and in the 
sequel if 1' QI and alf a2£]]'(A,\i£l) then p r r (a1)=prI, (a2) means that pr i(c/1)= 
=P1 '; (^2) for every i f j ' . ) In all other cases <p' is given arbitrarily in accordance 
with the definition of the product represented by Q. cp' is obviously well defined. It is 
also clear that s 
For every m = l , ..., /c + 1 introduce the relation a~,„a (a£A,a£A') if and 
only if p r / m (S)=pr / m («) , and let a0£A satisfy a 0 ~ f c + 1 a 0 . Then /»<(aQ)~fc+i-i/'i(flo) 
and f ° r arbitrary / ( = 0 , ...,1c) and / ( = 0 , . . . , / ) . In particular, 
p(a^)~Lp(a0) and <z(a0)~i<7 («<>)• Therefore p(a0)^q(a0), that is p(x)=q(x) does 
not hold in H S P Q / l D n K ^ . 
The case when an equation p(x)=q(y) (p£Fz(x), q£F^(y)) is not valid in 
H S Q ( K ) n / < j can be treated similarly. 
L e m m a 2. For arbitrary class K of ascending algebras with rank type R the 
equality HSFg(K)=HSVaa(K) holds. 
P r o o f . The inclusion H S P ^ / O E H S P ^ ) is obviously valid. 
To prove H S P / / 0 gHSPao(/<"), by Statements 1 and 3 it is enough to show 
HSPff(.K) g H S P ^ Z ) . Take an operator domain Z of rank type R, and consider an 
equation p(x)=q(x) (p, q£Fj(x),h(q)^h(p)=k) which does not hold in 
H S P g ( R ) f ] K ^ . Then there are an 
<s/=(A,S) = n ( A = (4„ <A1€Pg(K) 
and an' at A. such that p(d)^q(a). Take / = { 1 , ... /c + 1} with the natural ordering 
and order JXI in the following way: for arbitrary two (j\, zx), (j2, iz)dJXl, 
CA> z'i)—C/2> 4) if and only if jr<j?,, or j\=j2 and h=H- Consider the restricted 
a0-product 
® = (B, Z) - Li(<5%;)I0"> i)£JXl)[S, cp'], 
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where siUii)=j((J, z)G/X/), and for arbitrary bd 'B and afjE, <p(1>i)(b, er) 
(i'6/) is arbitrary, and (pUii)(b, o-) = (pi(bj_1, o) ( l < y s / c + l , /'£/), where 
^ / I C ^ i l ^ 7 ) i s given by the equality pr(( ;)(fo)=pr;(fo() ( i = l , /c + 1, 
Introduce the notation b=(b1, ..., £»fc+1) where ..., bk+1 are defined by the 
previous equalities. Taking b=(a,...,a) and an rdF^(x) with h(r)-=k, one can 
show easily by induction on h(r), that the equality 
r^(b) = (c1,...,ct,r^(a), ...,r*(«)) 
holds, where t=h(r) and c1( ..., ct£J7C<ij|/(:/). Especially, p m{b)= (c1} ..., 
..., / ,*(«)) and ..., i * ( a ) ) ( q , ..., c», 
Therefore, p M(b)^cf(b), that is p(x)=q(x) does not hold in BSPXo(K)C\K^. 
The case when an equation of form p(x)=q(y) (p(x)£ /^(x), q(y)€Fj;(y)) 
is not valid in HSP9(K) f l / i j can be treated similarly. Thus we got that 
H S P g ( K ) n K x Q H S P a ( K ) nK^ , which implies the inclusion H S P t ( K ) r \ K x Q 
C H S P ^ C ^ f l ^ . This ends the proof of Lemma 2. 
For arbitrary class I< of ascending algebras with rank type R let I (K) denote 
the subclass consisting of all ascending algebras from K generated by single elements. 
The members of I (K) will be written as systems (si, a) where si£K and a is a gen-
erating element of si. 
T h e o r e m 1. The general product is metrically equivalent to the a0-product if 
and only if for arbitrary class K offinite ascending algebras with rank type R the equal-
(*) 1HSP B(K) = 1HSPao(K) . 
holds. 
P r o o f . Assume that (*) is valid. Take a system (si, a)£lSPgf(K) with 
si=(A,2). By O ) and Lemma 1, (si, fl)6lHSPPSo/(i)- Then there are a 
SS=(B, 2 ) 6 P P X o f(K) and a b£B such that for the subalgebra 38'=(B\ I) of 
generated by b the system (J", b) can be mapped homomorphically onto (si, a). 
(This terminology means that b is mapped into a under the given liomomorphisni 
of 88' onto si.) Let us write Si in the form 
a = n № i ) = ^;)CPK0/(/O, i€l). 
Take an integer mfeO, and consider B%"\ Denote by J a minimal subset of I such 
that for arbitrary two distinct elements bL, b^Bf^ there is a ./'€/ with pry (foi)^ 
=/pr,. (b2). Obviously, / is finite. Define Edl](Bj\jeJ) by p r J ( 5 ) = p r J (b). Let 
88~(B, S) be the ascending subalgebra of ¡[(^¡[jiJ) generated by E. Then 
(38, fi)OSP f(K) and it is «-isomorphic to (38', b). Thus (38, B) can be mapped 
m-homomorphically onto (si, a). This ends the proof of the sufficiency. 
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In order to prove the necessity assume that the a0-product is metrically equiv-
alent to the product. Take a class K of finite ascending algebras with rank type R. 
Set L = H S P 9 ( t f ) and I=HSP a o (A:) . We show that (*) holds, i.e., 1L=IL. 
To this, by Statements 1 and 3 it is enough to prove that for arbitrary operator 
domain Z of rank type R if an equation p(x)=q(x) (p, q£Fj(x)) does not hold in 
s(L)f]Kj then it is not valid in •s(L)flA'j since this implies that the free algebras 
in the equational classes s(L)C\Kj and s(L)C\Kj generated by single elements 
are isomorphic. 
Thus assume that p(x)=q(x) (p, q£Fj.(x)) does not hold in s(L)C\K^. 
Then, by Lemma 1, there is an a 0 ) £ l S P 9 / ( X ) (si = (A, Z), a0£A) such that 
p(a0)^q(a0). Take si=(A, Z) with s(si)=rf. Then (j*, a0)£lSPgf(K). Consider 
the transducer 9I=(2T, X„, A, Q,AXXn, a0, P) where « > 1 is an arbitrary natural 
number, Q,=AXZ, (l£R) and P consists of the following productions: 
(1) axi-^(a,xi) (a£A, Xi€.Yn), 
(2) aa-*(a, a)(aiCi, (a£A, a£Zt,l£R, o* (a) = (ax,..., a,)). 
Take two trees p, q£FI(X„U^) such that p = p a t h (p) and q = p a t h (q). Let 
m^h(p),h(q). Then, by our assumptions, there is a (&3,b0)£lSPa(if(K) 
(@=(B,Z),b0£B) such that for a X„, B, Q, AXX„, b0, P ' ) € t r (B) 
( B = ( ^ , B0; X„, b)) we have t a = Ta . One can easily show by induction on the height 
of a tree that for every FE(XnU 0 with h(r)^m and path (r)=r the derivations 
a0r =>mr'(aO and b0r =>%r" (b£) 
hold, wheie r', r"£Fn(AXX„U€), a=r*(a0), b=r*(b0) (Hg=s(@)) and path 0" ) 
is a subword of path (rr). In particular, 
aop^lp'ia^), hP^WihO, 
and 
anq^q'(a2^), b0q =>%q"(b2%) 
where_ p',p",q',q"£Fn(AXX„UQ, ax=fi(a^t bx=p*(b0), az=q*(a0) and 
b2=qa(b0). By our assumptions, ax?ia2. Assume that bx=b2. Take the t r ee sp(x^ ) 
and g(Xi). Then 
foPOi) =>aii>'(Oi, a0q(x0 ^mq'((a2, Xj)) 
and 
b0p(x1)=*vp"(s), b0q(x1)=*vq"(s) 
where s is the right side of the rule b1x1-+s in P'. Therefore, at least one of the equal-
ities p'((Oi, ))=p"(s) and q'((a2, Xj))=q"(s) does not hold contradicting the 
choice of 8 . Thus we got that p®(b0)?±q8(b0), that is the equality p(x)=q(x) is 
not valid in s(L)C\Kj, which ends the proof of Theorem 1. 
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F r o m T h e o r e m 1, by L e m m a 2, w e o b t a i n 
T h e o r e m 2. Regarding ascending algebras the a 0 -produc t is metrically equival-
ent to the general product. 
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